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Abstract. The characteristics of cloud computing, such as large-scale, dynamics,
heterogeneity and diversity, present a range of challenges for the study on model-
ing and performance evaluation on cloud data centers. Performance evaluation not
only finds out an appropriate trade-off between cost-benefit and quality of service
(QoS) based on service level agreement (SLA), but also investigates the influence
of virtualization technology. In this paper, we propose an Energy-Aware Optimiza-
tion (EAO) algorithm with considering energy consumption, resource diversity and
virtual machine migration. In addition, we construct a stochastic model for Energy-
Aware Migration-Enabled Cloud (EAMEC) data centers by introducing Dynamic
Scalable Stochastic Petri Net (DSSPN). Several performance parameters are defined
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to evaluate task backlogs, throughput, reject rate, utilization, and energy consump-
tion under different runtime and machines. Finally, we use a tool called SPNP to
simulate analytical solutions of these parameters. The analysis results show that
DSSPN is applicable to model and evaluate complex cloud systems, and can help
to optimize the performance of EAMEC data centers.

Keywords: Stochastic Petri net, QoS, energy efficiency, performance evaluation,
cloud computing

Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: 68M20

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing can provide a convenient access to shared configurable resources
(e.g. servers, storage, network, applications and services) to consumers by cloud
providers directly deploying geographically distributed cloud data centers around
the world [1]. As the important underlying infrastructure of cloud computing, the
scale of data centers becomes lager, and has received increasing attention in the
improvement of both performance and quality of service (QoS) requirements. But
the research on energy consumption is still insufficient [2].

Statistically, the electricity energy consumption of data centers is estimated up
to 40 % of total U.S. energy consumption, and the energy cost is accounted for
42 % of the total operating expense of data centers [3]. Hence, the improvements
of energy efficiency are crucially important for cloud data centers. Cloud providers
need to insure that their profits and return on investment are not rapidly falling
owing to increased energy costs, while satisfying the QoS requirement of consumers
based on service level agreement (SLA). In addition, improving energy efficiency can
reduce resource consumption, release negative effects of environmental pollution,
and achieve sustainable development in cloud data centers. Nevertheless, there
still remain a range of challenges in realizing, modeling and performance evaluation
resources scheduling of cloud data centers with the energy efficient way [2].

Firstly, the physical resources (e.g. PMs) in underlying infrastructure of cloud
data centers are heterogeneous. It means that service capacities and energy con-
sumptions can vary with the resource types. Secondly, based on virtualization tech-
nology, cloud data centers can provide multiple virtual machine (VM) instances on
fewer PMs for multiple consumers simultaneously. Although energy consumption
can be reduced by switching idle PMs off or to a low-performance levels (e.g. us-
ing DVFS), the performance may be significantly degraded when multiple VMs are
running on the same PM in cloud data centers [4]. In other words, the key is to find
an appropriate trade-off between energy efficiency and QoS guarantee. Moreover,
VMs can dynamically migrate from one PM to another, which will help to improve
resource utilization, realize load balancing, and decrease failure rate by avoiding hot
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spots. Finally, but one of the most important aspects, the properties of cloud data
centers (such as large-scale, dynamics, heterogeneity and diversity) make the system
performance evaluation becoming more and more complicated. But for now, little
attention has been the focus on how to provide an intuitive model description and
effective analysis method for cloud data centers.

Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) is a graphic modeling and analysis tool for dis-
tributed systems [5]. DSSPN is an extension of SPN, which introduces enabling
predicates and random switches to describe the firing conditions of immediate tran-
sitions. Compared with SPN, DSSPN can provide rich semantics to depict the
scheduling process by allowing tokens and the labels on arcs to be expressed by
a tuple 〈Rk, PMj〉. In this paper, we can better model and evaluate some impor-
tant parameters of cloud system by introducing DSSPN. Moreover, system bottle-
necks can be well detected through oberservation and analysis token backlogs in
places.

The state explosion is the main difficulty of Petri nets. DSSPN not only can
effectively reduce the scale of state space by merging transitions and places with
equivalent transformation, but the refined technology can dynamically adjust model
based on enabling predicates and random switches according to run-time states of the
system. That is, immediate transitions can be disabled/enabled by setting param-
eters of enabling predicates and random switches without the model reconstruction
to realize scalability.

Based on the above discussions, this paper is dedicated to design and model
resource scheduling for cloud data centers, which can realize energy efficiency and
avoid the degradation of performance. The main contributions of this study are
organized as follows:

1. We abstract a task scheduling and VMs allocation model of energy-aware migra-
tion-enabled cloud data centers (EAMEC ).

2. In order to improve energy efficiency and ensure performance by avoiding hot
spots in clusters, we put forward an Energy-Aware Optimization (EAO) algo-
rithm.

3. Based on Dynamic Scalable Stochastic Petri Net (DSSPN), we establish the
stochastic model of EAMEC [6]. Furthermore, we evaluate some performance
parameters (such as task backlogs, throughput, utilization, and energy consump-
tion) of EAMEC by adopting EAO algorithm.

4. To validate the proposed approach and algorithm, we conduct extensive ex-
periments through simulations, and receive performance results under different
resources or different runtime.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the
related literature. The system model formal description is discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 constructs a stochastic model for EAMEC data centers based on DSSPN,
and proposes an EAO algorithm to enhance resource utilization and impair energy
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consumption. Section 5 elaborates the parameters used in the performance analy-
sis, and the experimental setup used for simulations is demonstrated in Section 6.
Finally, we make a conclusion and discuss the future research.

2 RELATED WORK

Performance analysis usually concentrates on interrelation of system configuration,
system load and performance indicators, which has already attracted some attention
in the industry and academia. We divide the methods of performance analysis into
three categories: measurement method, simulation method and model method.

Applying some measuring instruments, or measurement and simulation ap-
proaches, or measuring procedures, can directly attain the performance indicators
and closely related quantities of systems. Then, performance indexes could be fig-
ured out by the corresponding calculation. An extensible cloud simulator CloudSim
was proposed, which could evaluate the overall performance and also the energy
consumption with taking into account I/O workload in a data center [7]. Based
on CloudSim, a cloud framework CloudSimNFV was introduced to simulate several
scheduling algorithms for resource allocation, and energy consumption was further
evaluated [8]. Performance measurement framework (PMF) in virtualized cloud was
studied to quantify the performance of profit and loss, and the significance of op-
timization for the application deployment was exposed [9]. The VM consolidation
algorithm, which can consolidate VMs to PMs based on input task, was proposed
to decrease the energy consumption by reducing the amount of active PMs, and is
evaluated in CloudSim simulator to verify its effectiveness [10]. Based on Dynamic
Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS), a cloud service framework with several power
aware VM provisioning schemes was demonstrated to model the request process of
VMs for real-time applications within data centers [11].

Measurement and simulation approaches are the most direct and effective way
for the performance evaluation. However, the two approaches only can be applied
to subsistent running systems, and are extremely time-consuming. Moreover, none
of the two approaches is suitable for large scale and complicated cloud systems,
especially involving numerous parameters in dynamic environments [6]. Therefore,
neither of the measurement and simulation approaches is capable of finding out
performance bottlenecks.

To overcome these challenges, some researchers propose some model methods
to analyze and to evaluate the system performance. Based on network, a stochas-
tic queuing approach is introduced to analyze the performance of migration-enabled
clouds in error-prone environment, and to evaluate the performance metrics with dif-
ferent load conditions [1]. The cloud center is modeled as a M/G/m/m+r queuing
system with single task arrivals and the finite task buffer, and a transformed analyt-
ical model based on Markov chain is proposed to obtain the probability distribution
of the response time, blocking probability, and number of tasks [12]. The complex
cloud system is divided into multiple submodels, and the interactive continuous
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time Markov chain (CTMC) is introduced to study some important performance
parameters of cloud data centers, such as task blocking probability, total waiting
time, and time delay of users’ service requests [13]. Multi-layered graph models are
proposed to analyze various data center network (DCN) topologies and to compare
the classic robustness metrics under different failure scenarios. In addition, based
on the percentage change in the graph structure, a new metric named deterioration
is also presented to quantify the DCN robustness [14].

Compared with the above works, we mainly focus on the energy-aware strategies
for migration-enabled cloud data centers, and firstly introduce Dynamic Scalable
Petri Net (DSSPN) to model and evaluate some important performance parameters
(e.g. task backlog, average throughput, average reject ratio, resource utilization, and
so on) of the proposed cloud system under different runtime and various quantities
of PMs.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

The Energy-Aware Migration-Enabled Cloud (EAMEC ) is a kind of green
clouds, which can provide virtual configurable services on data centers by integrating
themselves into networks. In addition, it can also increase the electricity efficiency
in buildings, which accounts for about 40 % of the total energy consumption [15].
Figure 1 shows the process of task scheduling and VM provision in EAMEC.
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Figure 1. Task scheduling and VM provision in EAMEC

In this paper, the service model of the EAMEC system is the Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS). Without a loss of generality, we assume that the EAMEC system
consists of k clusters (denoted as DCi), each of which hosts npi heterogeneous ma-
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chines (i.e. PMs), such as high performance computers, workstations, and so on.
Where, k ∈ N+, npi ∈ N+, i ∈ N+, N+ = {1, 2, 3, . . . }. The the total number of
PMs in the system is defined as follows:

tnp =
k∑

i=1

npi. (1)

Note that, in order to facilitate the analysis, it is assumed that these heteroge-
neous PMs (denoted as PMj) have the same functionality, just for different capa-
bilities in both CPU and memory. For example, a data center consists of two PMs,
the CPU capability of each PM is 1 000 MIPS, while another might be 800 MIPS.
Where, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}, MIPS is the unit of CPU.

Each PMj can host at most mv instances of VM simultaneously, and the amount
of VM instances concurrently running on PMj is denoted as nvj. The total number
of VM instances running in the system is defined as follows:

tnv =

tnp∑
j=1

nvj. (2)

The set of VM in the system is expressed by VM =
{
VM

nvj
j |VM1

1 , . . . , V M
nv1
1 ,

. . . , V M1
tnp, . . . , V M

nvtnp

tnp

}
, where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}. Let vpulj indicate the proces-

sor utilization of lth VM on machine PMj, and pcj expresses the processor capacity
of machine PMj. Where, vpulj ≥ 0, and 0 ≤

∑nvj
l=1 vpu

l
j ≤ pcj. Then the processor

utilization PPUj of machine PMj during a given period of time is:

PPUj =

(
nvj∑
l=1

vpulj

)
/pcj, 0 ≤ PPUj ≤ 1. (3)

For the problem formulation, the following constraints are taken into consider-
ation:

1. Tasks submitted to waiting buffer by users are independent, and they need to
be allocated across the pool of VMs. The arrival rate of new tasks is λ, and it
obeys the exponent distribution.

2. The capacity of waiting buffer is C, in which the tasks are served on the “first
come, first served” (FCFS) basis. The VM is allocated in slots, each of which
has the same length and denoted as ∆T . Where, C ∈ N+, and ∆T ≥ 0.

3. Machines in the same cluster are homogeneous, while machines in different clus-
ters might be heterogeneous. Each machine can be turned on or off, or configured
to operate at low-performance levels (e.g. using DVFS) independently.

4. Each VM can be dynamically started and stopped on a PM according to the
incoming tasks’ requirements, and may lead to failure due to breakdown at
runtime. Then failed VM can be repaired by the normal function. Let γ indicate
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the failure rate, and η express the repair rate. In addition, both of them obey
exponent distribution. Where, γ ≥ 0, η ≥ 0.

5. Once virtual machine VM l
j malfunctions, the task running on VM l

j will be bro-
ken down, and then resubmitted to the waiting buffer. The ratio of resubmission
is β (β ≥ 0), which obeys exponent distribution.

6. The service rate of each VM l
j is uniform, and is expressed by ulj. Note, that

the capacity of VM l
j is determined by PM. That is, if VM l

j hosted on PMj,

and the service rate of PMj is uj, then ulj = uj. Where, l ∈ 1, 2, . . . , nvj, and
j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , tnp.

7. Each PM applies Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to achieve
an appropriate trade-off between energy efficiency and performance. All ma-
chines have two service levels with different service rates. For ∀PMj, if
n (PMj) /mj < δ, the service level of PMj is 1, that represents serving at normal
mode. Otherwise the service level of PMj is 2, with providing a lower service
mode to save energy. Where, n (PMj) indicates the amount of VMs currently
running on PMj, δ expresses the control threshold, 0 < δ < 1 (see below).

In order to analyze properly, this paper only considers the energy consumed by
processors. There are several reasons [1]:

1. In cloud data centers, the total energy consumption is determined by CPU,
memory, disk storage and network components. Compared to other resources,
the energy consumption of CPU is dominant in cloud data centers. Therefore,
we focus on the energy consumed by CPU in this paper.

2. The energy consumption by machines can be accurately described by a linear
relationship between the energy consumption and CPU utilization.

3. The main goal of this paper is to reveal how the energy-aware strategies influence
the energy consumption in EAMEC data centers.

The studies have shown that the relationship between energy consumption and
CPU utilization can be described by a linear function, even when DVFS is ap-
plied [16]. This is because that DVFS is only applied on CPU, which can adjust
the voltage and frequency of CPU based on the number of states. In addition, these
studies discover that the energy consumption of an idle PM is approximately 70 % of
the power consumed under a fully utilization [16]. Hence, the PM can be switched to
the leisure mode for energy conservation. The linear function is defined as follows:

P (u) = k × Pwm + (1− k)× Pwm × u = Pwm × (0.7 + 0.3u). (4)

Where, Pwm indicates the energy consumption under normally working condi-
tion, k = 70 %, while u is the CPU utilization.

As mentioned above, the energy consumption at peak rate is much higher than
other rates. To reduce the energy consumption, VMs hosting on the PMs at the
peak rate can be migrated to those PMs with other service rates. The VM migration
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can avoid hot spots, and implement load balancing of cloud data centers. Moreover,
it can also improve the resource utilization, and decrease the failure rate caused by
machine errors.

4 STOCHASTIC MODELING BASED ON DYNAMIC SCALABLE
STOCHASTIC PETRI NET

As discussed above, we introduce Dynamic Scalable Stochastic Petri Net
(DSSPN) to model the process of task scheduling in EAMEC data centers. DSSPN
is an expanded formation of Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) with similar firing rules and
dynamics. For the limitation of space, we will not work it here in detail. Figure 2
shows a DSSPN model with abstract subnets of the task scheduling in an EAMEC
data center. Figure 3 further describes the DSSPN model with detailed flow of
each subnet. It should be noted that the scheduling or decision is expressed by the
enabling predicates and random switches associated with the transitions.

4.1 DSSPN Model of EAMEC

The DSSPN model of the task scheduling in Energy-Aware Migration-Enabled Cloud
is defined as (Figures 2 and 3): EAMC = (P, T, F,K,W, λ, TS,G,E, f, g,M0) where
P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, consisting of immediate transitions
and timed transitions. F expresses the set of arcs, K indicates the set of capacities
combined with places, W is the set of weights, λ is the set of average fired rates
mapping to timed transitions. TS denotes the set of types, G is a function that maps
places or transitions to types. E is a function to set values for types, f and g are
enabling predicates and random switches associated with transitions, respectively.
M0 represents the initial marking which models the initial status of a system.

The elements in the DSSPN model EAMEC are defined as follows:

1. P = {pwq} ∪ {pmj, swmj, ssmj, qwmj, qsmj, serrj, sresj}. Where, P is a finite set,
and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}.

2. TI =
{
tmj, tsj, twtsj, tstwj, tij, terrj, t

′
errj

}
. Where, TI is the set of immediate tran-

sitions, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}, and i 6= j.

3. TT = {tc, s1j, s2j, trepj, tresj}. Where, TT is the set of timed transitions, and
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}.

4. The elements of finite set F , G and E signify arcs and labels on arcs, respectively
(Figures 2 and 3). The detailed descriptions of K, λ, G, E, f , g and M0 will be
explained later.

5. TS = {Rk, PMj, 〈Rk, PMj >}, where k ∈ N+, and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}.
The definitions of places and transitions included in EAMEC are described as
follows:
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Figure 2. The DSSPN model of task scheduling in EAMEC

(a) tc: a timed transition with exponent distribution. It expresses assignment
requests of VMs submitted by users, and fires with rate of λ. Once tc fired,
there is a task entering the place pwq. Its enabling predicate is f (tc):

f (tc) : M (pwq) < C. (5)

(b) pwq: a place expresses the waiting buffer, and is used to store task/VM
provision requests. The capacity of pwq is C, i.e., pwq = C. For exam-
ple, if G (pwq) = Rk, then the type of each token in place pwq is Rk, and
E (pwq) ∈ N+ (indicates the size of tasks in the unit MB). That is, the at-
tribute of tokens in a place are a tuple 〈Rk, E (pwq)〉. Where, k ∈ N+, and
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}.

(c) pmj: a place corresponds to machine PMj. The tokens in pmj indicates the
current amount of available VMs on pmj. The initial marking is M0 (pmj) =
nvj. In addition, K (pmj) = nvj, G (pmj) = PMj, and E (pmj) ∈ [1, nvj].

(d) twj, tsj: immediate transitions which are combined with place pmj, pwq, swmj,
and ssmj to express allocation strategies of VMs for task requests in waiting
buffer. Their enabling predicates and random switches will be described in
the next section.

(e) swmj, ssmj: state places, representing the working states of machine PMj.
Where, swmj indicates PMj working with normal state, while ssmj denotes
PMj working with leisure state. The machine provides different service rates
under different states. All machines can provide different service rates under
different states.

(f) twtsj, tstwj: immediate transitions. Transition twtsj indicates that machine
PMj switches from normal state to leisure state, while tstwj has the opposite
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Figure 3. Detailed DSSPN model involves two subnets in EAMEC

meaning. The enabling predicates of twtsj and tstwj are:

f (twtsj) : (M (qwmj) = 0) ∧
(
M (qwmj) +M (qsmj)

nvj
< δ

)
, (6)

f (tstwj) : (M (qsmj) = 0) ∧
(
M (qwmj) +M (qsmj)

nvj
> δ

)
. (7)

Where, δ is the threshold value for state transitions. When the number of
VMs running on PMj is less than δ ·nvj, the PMj switches to leisure state in
order to reduce energy consumption. Otherwise, the PMj works with normal
state to improve throughput and avoid the degradation in performance.

(g) qwmj, qsmj: the tokens of qwmj and qsmj indicate the amount of VMs running
on PMj working under normal condition and leisure condition, respectively.
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(h) s1j, s2j: timed transition which expresses machine PMj providing services
with normal state or leisure state. The corresponding rate is exponent distri-
bution, and λ1j = µj, λ2j = µsj, respectively. Where, µj denotes the service
rate of PMj with normal state, while µsj is the service rate with leisure
state.

(i) serrj, sresj: places are used to buffer the failed VMs and resubmitted tasks
due to machinery breakdown, respectively. Where, K (serrj) = nj, nj ∈
N+.

(j) terrj, t
′
errj: immediate transitions used to estimate whether faults of VMs

occur. The failure rate is γ, the enabling predicates and random switches
are:

gerrj = g′errj =

{
γ, if (M (Serrj) < K (Serrj)) ∧

(
M
(
s′errj

)
< K

(
s′errj

))
,

0, otherwise.
(8)

(k) trepj: timed transition indicates the resubmission of failed tasks, the re-
submitted rate obeys exponent distribution, and λrepj = β. Its enabling
predicate is:

f (tresj) : M (pwq) < C. (9)

4.2 VM Scheduling Algorithm

In cloud data centers, VMs are allowed to migrate from one PM to another, and
can be completed in a very short time without suspending the services. However,
VM dynamic migration will influence the performance of applications running on
the VM. Moreover, the performance degradation and downtime during the migra-
tion process depend on behaviors of the application running on migrated VM, i.e.,
the capacity of memory is occupied by the application during execution [16]. The
time depends on the capacity of memory occupied by the migrated VM and avail-
able network bandwidth. Since the overall objective of this paper is the energy
consumption in cloud data centers, we only consider the energy consumed by migra-
tion. The energy consumption generated by machines in the leisure state is much
less than that in the normal state. So only those VMs running on machines in nor-
mal state will be migrated, and the destination nodes are chosen from the machines
in the leisure state. In this paper, we also propose an Energy-Aware Optimiza-
tion (EAO) algorithm to allocate and migrate VMs in cloud data centers, shown in
Algorithm 1.

The enabling predicates and random switches of transitions (Figures 2 and 3)
are described as follows:
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Algorithm 1 Energy-Aware Optimization (EAO) Algorithm

1: Input: the task requests in waiting buffer, the set of machines PM, the
set of maximal VMs concurrently running on PMs nv, the set of avail-
able virtual machines VM, switching threshold δ, the set of working
states S, the set of energy consumption in normal state ER(PM(w)),
the set of energy consumption in leisure state ER(PM(s)), bandwidth
B, and threshold δ;

2: for j = 1 to |PM | do
3: countj ←the number of VMs running on PMj;

4: if (
∑|PM |

j=1 (nvj−countj) ≤ the number of task requests in the waiting
buffer)

5: no VM need to be migrated;
6: else
7: claculate the energy consumption ECj of VM l

j running on PMj;
8: for i = 1 to |PM | do
9: if (i 6= j)
10: if (((countj + 1)/nvj) < δ)
11: calculate the energy consumption ECi of VM l

j running on
PMi;

12: if ((TEC l
j + ECi) < ECj)

13: migrate VM l
j to PMi;

14: if (countj < nvj)
15: if ((countj/nvj) < δ) ∧ (((countj + 1)/nvj)
16: choose an available VM from PMj to allocate to the first task

request in the waiting buffer;
17: if there is no match VM for above description
18: for j = 1 to |PM | do
19: if (countj < nvj) ∧ ((countj/nvj) < δ)
20: choose an available VM from PMj to allocate to the first task

request in the waiting buffer;
21: else
22: randomly choose an available VM to allocate to the first task request

in the waiting buffer;

1. The enabling predicate and random switch of twj are respectively:

f (twj) : (M (swmj) = 1) ∧
(
M (qwmj) + 1

nvj
< θ

)
∧

(
tnp∑
j=1

M (ssmj) = 0

)
∧ ((M (qwmj) +M (qsmj)) < nvj) , (10)

gwj(M) =

{
1/|WEA(M)|, j ∈ WEA(M),

0, otherwise,
(11)

WEA(M) =

{
j| ((M (qwmj) + 1) /nvj) = min

−
wec

}
. (12)
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Where, θ is the upper threshold of machines, and min−wec in WEA(M) is
that min {(M (qwmj) + 1) /nvj}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}, |WEA(M)| indicates the
amount of elements in WEA(M). When the ratio of virtual machine on a ma-
chine is equal to or larger than θ, it is not allowed to create new VM instance
on this machine.

2. The enabling predicate and random switch of tsj are respectively:

f (tsj) :

((
M (qsmj) + 1

nvj
< δ

)
∨
(
M (qsmj)

nvj
< δ

))
∧ (M (ssmj) = 1) ,

∧ ((M (qwmj) +M (qsmj)) < nvj) , (13)

gsj(M) =

{
1/|SEA(M)|, j ∈ SEA(M),

0, otherwise,
(14)

SEA(M) =

{
j| ((M (qsmj) + 1) /nvj) = min

−
sec

}
. (15)

Where, δ represents the threshold of state transition, and min− sec in SEA(M)
is min {(M (qsmj) + 1) /nvj}. |SEA(M)| expresses the number of elements in
SEA(M).

3. tij combines with places qwmj, qsmj and pmj to describe the process of
task scheduling and VM allocation, its enabling predicate and random
switch are:

f (tij) :

(
M (pwq) <

tnp∑
j=1

M (pmj)

)
∧ (M (ssmj) = 1)

∧ (M (qwmi) /nvi > δ) ∧
(
M (qwmj) +M (qsmj) + 1

nvj
< δ

)
∧
((

M (qwmi) · x
B

+
M (qwmi) · x

pcj

)
<
M (qwmi) · x

pci

)
, (16)

gij(M) =

{
1

|MDP (M)| , if j ∈MDP (M), i 6= j,

0, otherwise,
(17)

MDP (M) =

{
j|
(
M (qwmj) +M (qsmj) + 1

nvj
< δ

)
∧ (M (ssmj) = 1)

∧
((

M (qwmi) · x
B

+
M (qwmi) · x

pcj

)
<
M (qwmi) · x

pci

)
. (18)

Where, i 6= j, and i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , tnp}. |MDP (M)| expresses the amount of
elements in MDP (M).
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5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As described above, we will further analyze the performance and energy consumption
of EAMEC based on DSSPN model and the probabilities of stability. Compared
with other approaches, such as Markov decision process, DSSPN can employ the
integrated functions of Stochastic Petri Net Package (SPNP) to automatically de-
duce the probabilities of stability, without having to calculate them by stochastic
math formulas. This is beneficial to model and evaluate the performance the cloud
systems, because the number of states might reach thousands even if only consisting
of few machines, shown in Table 1.

1 Machine 2 Machines 3 Machines 4 Machines

Reachable states 283 569 1 088 1 594

Fired transitions 923 1 977 3 928 5 842

Table 1. Number of states and fired transitions

• At time t, the amount of running VMs on PMj is:

nwvj(t) = M (qwmj(t)) . (19)

• At time t, the amount of idle VMs on PMj is:

nsvj(t) = M (pmj(t)) . (20)

• At time t, the average queue length of system AQL(t) is:

AQL(t) =

(
t∑

y=0

M (pwq(y))

)
/t. (21)

• At time t, the average throughtput of system ATP (t) is:

ATP (t) =

(
t∑

y=0

tnp∑
j=1

nwvj(y)

)
/t. (22)

When the service transitions corresponding to machines are saturated, we can
use the accumulating character of tokens in place pwq to analyze the throughput of
the EAMEC systems. The average throughput is related to the capacity of waiting
buffer, service rates of machines and the maximal number of available VMs.

• At time t, the average probability that machine PMj works with leisure state
ASRj(t):

ASRj(t) =

(
t∑

y=0

P (M (qwmj(y)) ≤ (δ · nvj))

)
/t (23)
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where P (enabled (terry(y))) is the enabling probability of error transition terrj
at time t, and P (M (qwmj(y)) ≤ (δ · nvj)) represents the probability that tokens
are in place qwmj is equal to or less than δ · nvj.

• At time t, the utilization of machine PMj is:

URj(t) = M (qwmj(t)) /nvj. (24)

• Based on the Equation (5), we can deduce the average energy consumption of
the system at time t:

AECR(t) =

∑t
y=0

∑tnp
j=1 (0.7 + 0.3 · URj(y)) · Pwmj

t · tnp
(25)

where Pwmj is the energy consumption of PMj in normal state, and the unit is
watt.

6 CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION

In this section, we make simulated experiments to study the applicability of DSSPN
in the framework of EAMEC data centers. We consider a sample of data center on
laptop with Intel i5-4210 multi-core processors. In addition, SPNP platform is used
to automatically deduce the analytical solutions of performance for EAMEC model,
as shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The machines are depicted by places in
DSSPN, the analysis results are calculated based on simulated analytical solutions
of SPNP and the tokens in places. The processor specification is given in [18], which
is illustrated in Table 2.

State Level Normalized Service Rate Energy Consumption

1 0.3333 0.279

2 0.5000 0.390

3 0.6666 0.570

4 1.0000 0.925

Table 2. Normalized specification for processors

The number of machines in the cloud data center varies from 1 to 4, the capacity
of waiting buffer C is from 30 to 50, the threshold of switching transformation δ is
0.5. The arrival rate of task request is 20, the error rate is 0.2, the repair rate is
0.1, and the resubmitted rate of failed tasks is 0.3. In addition, we suppose that
there are two classes of machines in the system. One can host 3 VMs at most with
the state levels being 2 and 4. Another can host 2 VMs at most with the state
levels being 1 and 3. For the convenient analysis, we assume that all rates obey the
exponent distribution.

Figure 4 shows how the average queue length varies with the runtime t. When
the system consists of 1 PM or 2 PMs, the arrival rate of tasks is larger than the
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Figure 4. Simulation results of the average queue length

service rate of the system, so the queue length increases with the runtime t. And
the queue length is gradually close to the capacity of the waiting buffer. When
the system consists of 3 PMs or 4 PMs, and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the tasks in the waiting
buffer are less than the capacity of the system. At this point, there is no backlog of
task requests in waiting buffer. In particular, Figure 4 b) illustrates that 3 PMs can
satisfy the requirement of the system hardly without backlogs.

Figure 5 illustrates how the number of PMs affects the average throughput of
the system. When the capacity of waiting buffer is 30, the arrival rate is 20 tasks
per second, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and the number of machines is 1 or 2, the throughput of
system is limited by the processing capacity of the system. When the number of
PMs is 3 or 4, the processing capacity of the system can satisfy the requirements of
users without waiting.

Figure 6 shows how the number of PMs affects the average reject rate of the
system. When the task requests are up to 30, the system will reject new requests
submitted by users. When 1 ≤ t ≤ 10, one machine can meet user demands, the
average reject rate is up to 56.65 %, while the average reject rate is only 10.07 % in
2 machines scenario. In addition, the average reject rate increases over time.

Figure 7 shows how the number of machines impacts the average failure rate.
When 1 ≤ t ≤ 10, the average failure rate is higher, but gradually decreases over
time. The figure also illustrates that the more machines in the system, the lower the
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Figure 5. Simulation results of the average throughput
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average failure rate. This is due to the risk spread out by virtual machine dynamic
migration.

Figure 8 shows how the number of PMs affects the average energy consumption
of the sytem. When 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the average energy consumption is gradually close
to a constant. The energy consumption increases with the number of machines
included in the system. In 1 PM and 2 PMs scenarios, PMs provide services to
peak. However, in 3 PMs and 4 PMs scenarios, the utilization of each machine is
approaching a certain stability over time. In 3 PMs scenarios, machines serve in
leisure state with the probability of 55.46 % on average, while in 4 PMs scenarios,
the probability is 60.49 %.
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Figure 7. Simulation results of the average error rate

Figure 9 shows how the number of PMs affects the average resource utilization
of the sytem. When 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the utilization in 1 PM scenario is the highest and
up to 98.39 %. In 2 PMs scenario, the utilization is about 48 %, while the utilization
is 69.04 % and 78 % for 3 PMs scenario and 4 PMs scenario, respectively. The
reason for the reduced resource utilization of machines is that when the number
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Figure 8. Simulation results of the average energy consumption
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Figure 9. Simulation results of the average resource utilization

of machines increases the arrival rate of tasks and the capacity of waiting buffer
remains unchanged.

In the simulation, the queue length increases with the runtime t, and it is grad-
ually close to the capacity of the waiting buffer. When the system consists of 3 PMs
or 4 PMs, and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the tasks in the waiting buffer are less than the capacity of
the system. At this point, there is no backlog of task requests in the waiting buffer.
That is, available resources are greater than the task demands under the maximum
capacity of the waiting buffer. So the resource utilization rate goes up when more
machines are used.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of EAO, we compare the approach with VM
balancing based on the SCORE tool [19]. The VM balancing approach splits VM
requests over multiple cloud datacenters, which can avoid the performance degrada-
tion by resource contention. But VM balancing causes the large energy consumption
owing to a large number of active servers [20]. The experiment parameters are shown
in Table 3.

avgTaskPerJob avgJobDuration avgCpuPerTask avgMemPerTask

Batch 30 50 0.3 0.2

Service 9 500 0.5 0.7

Table 3. Experiment parameters

Figure 10 shows the performance between EAO and existing VM balancing, at
numMachines = 100, cpuPerMachine = 4, and memPerMachine is 1. Figures 10 a)
and 10 b) show the average utilization of CPU and memory between EAO and the
VM balancing during runtime, respectively. The minimal memory utilization of VM
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Figure 10. Experiment results between EAO and VM balancing

balancing is 49.49 %, but that of EAO is up to 64.20 %. Moreover, EAO has a 5.08 %
higher maximum than VM balancing. The minimum of average CPU utilization for
EAO is 12.82 %, but for VM balancing is 7.43 %. The maximum of average CPU
utilization in EAO and VM balancing are 22.35 % and 18.12 %, respectively. Com-
pared to VM balancing, the EAO approach achieves the improvements in resource
utilization.

Scheduling Shut-Down
Policy

Runtime [s] Energy
Consumed
[kwh]

Energy Saved
[kwh]

Number
of Jobs

EAO always 604 800 1 314831 92.86 30 347

VM balancing never off 604 800 1 470 019 0.00 27 918

Table 4. Energy-efficiency experiment

Except performance parameters, the energy-efficiency parameters are also in-
cluded in the SCORE tool [19]. The results corresponding to Batch jobs between
EAO and VM balancing are presented in Table 4. Note, that EAO approach further
improves the performance of energy. Table 4 shows that the total energy consump-
tion of EAO is approximately 10 % smaller than that of VM balancing. In addition,
EAO completes more jobs than VM balancing at the same time. Our proposed
approach takes into account both the energy consumption and resource utilization,
while VM balancing only considers the performance of VM requests.
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7 CONCLUSION

Based on DSSPN, this paper proposed a stochastic model to analyze the performance
and energy consumption of EAMEC data centers, which can decrease systematic
energy consumption by applying DVFS to CPUs. The EAMEC model depicts the
logical relations among workload, failure and recovery of virtual machines, number
of machines, VM dynamic migration and scheduling strategy. With the improving
energy efficiency and increasing utilization, we proposed EAO algorithm to realize
the dynamic migration of VMs. Then, we described the EAS strategy by setting
enabling predicates and random switches of transitions in the model. Finally, a sim-
ulation tool called SPNP was introduced to work out the analytical solutions. The
results could be used to analyze both the performance and energy consumption for
cloud data centers. The simulation results also showed that DSSPN was convenient
to model and evaluate complex cloud systems. Even if the states were up to thou-
sands, we still obtained simulation results easily, without exhaustive complicated
computations.

In the subsequent work, the authors plan to conduct their research on the model
mechanism and formal semantics of dynamic Petri nets, and investigate the flexible
modeling and dynamic optimization of service composition in large-scale mobile
cloud system.
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